
WHY TEMPUR-PEDIC®? 
THERE’S NOTHING LIKE IT.
Choose from our collections to find the feel that’s right for you.

TEMPUR-ADAPT®

Legendary comfort and support for deeper sleep

TEMPUR-PROADAPT®

Advanced pressure relief for restorative rest

TEMPUR-LUXEADAPT®

The ultimate TEMPUR® experience for total

relaxation

Cutting-edge cooling for all-night comfort

Next-level, all-night cooling meets maximum

pressure relief

WHY TEMPUR-PEDIC®? BETTER
SLEEP.

EASIER
Tempur-Pedic® mattresses evenly absorb the

force of your body and its pressure points to

reduce tossing and turning—so you can relax

more fully into your sleep.

FASTER
Tempur-Pedic® mattresses adapt and conform to

your body’s unique needs throughout the night.

So you fall asleep faster and stay asleep longer.

DEEPER
Tempur-Pedic® mattresses dramatically reduce

motion transfer between you and your partner.

So you can rest undisturbed—and rejuvenate

more deeply.

COOLER
Tempur-Pedic® mattresses are designed with

cutting-edge cooling materials to create a cooler

sleeping environment—so you can get the

uninterrupted, restorative rest you need.

SLEEP BENEFITS
Tempur-Pedic® mattresses dramatically reduce motion transfer
between you and your partner while adapting and conforming
to your body’s unique needs throughout the night. So you fall
asleep faster, stay asleep longer—and wake up feeling
rejuvenated.

Good sleep has been shown to improve problem-

solving skills and enhance memory performance of

both children and adults.
> HEALTHLINE.COM

Getting at least 8 hours of sleep can improve immune

function and help fight the common cold.
> HEALTHLINE.COM

A healthy dose of sleep can help you learn new skills,

create long-term memories, and improve your focus.
> SLEEP.ORG

According to an Oklahoma State University study, a

new mattress provides significant improvements,

including 70.8% in sleep comfort, 62.0% in sleep

quality, 55.3% in back pain, and 50.7% in spine

stiffness.*
> THE BETTER SLEEP COUNCIL

Even a 10-minute nap can improve your alertness for

2.5 hours if you’re sleep-deprived, and you can feel the

benefit for up to 4 hours if you are well-rested.
> THE BETTER SLEEP COUNCIL

*As compared to sleeping on a mattress five years or older

95% of Tempur-Pedic® owners would
recommend their mattress.†

†Source: 2019 Brand Tracker Study data collected Q1 2018–Q1 2019.

LEGENDARY COMFORT AND
SUPPORT FOR DEEPER SLEEP
The technology that started it all, redesigned for today.

The TEMPUR-Adapt® Series combines superior cool-to-

touch comfort with two layers of premium TEMPUR®

Material. Continually adapting and conforming to your

body’s changing needs throughout the night. Relieving

pressure. Reducing motion. Relaxing you while you sleep

and rejuvenating your days.

MEDIUM MEDIUM HYBRID

ADVANCED PRESSURE
RELIEF FOR RESTORATIVE
REST
Continuous innovation for continuous comfort. The

TEMPUR-ProAdapt® is expertly engineered with the

most pressure-relieving material we've ever created and

one-of-a-kind cooling technology. It adapts and

conforms to your body’s unique needs. Every point of

contact is more fully supported. Motion is more fully

absorbed. And pressure points are more fully alleviated.

To give you deeper sleep that restores your whole body.

MEDIUM MEDIUM HYBRID

SOFT FIRM

THE ULTIMATE TEMPUR®

EXPERIENCE FOR TOTAL
RELAXATION
The TEMPUR-LuxeAdapt® is the ultimate TEMPUR®

experience. Maximum pressure-relieving power. Superior

motion cancellation. One-of-a-kind cooling technology.

All combined with our groundbreaking new material

which intuitively adapts to your unique body in ultra-

conforming comfort. Fall asleep faster. Stay asleep

longer. And experience total relaxation from the moment

you lie down to the moment you rise.

SOFT FIRM

CUTTING-EDGE COOLING
FOR ALL-NIGHT COMFORT
The TEMPUR-PRObreeze° has a 3-level system of

cutting-edge materials that work together from cover to

core to keep you cool all night long. The zip-off cover

provides cool-to-touch comfort when you lie down,

while exclusive PureCool+™ Phase Change Material

absorbs excess heat while you fall asleep. And TEMPUR-

CM+™ provides maximum airflow and breathability

throughout the night.

MEDIUM MEDIUM HYBRID

NEXT-LEVEL, ALL-NIGHT
COOLING MEETS MAXIMUM
PRESSURE RELIEF
The TEMPUR-LUXEbreeze° has a 4-level system of

cutting-edge cooling materials that work together from

cover to core to keep you cool all night long. The

enhanced zip-off cover provides double the cool-to-

touch comfort when you lie down and exclusive

PureCool+™ Phase Change Material absorbs excess heat

while you fall asleep. TEMPUR-CM+™ combined with

Ventilated TEMPUR-APR® provide next-level airflow and

maximum pressure relief throughout the night.

SOFT FIRM

Tempur-Pedic’s lineup of premium bases lets you put

yourself in the best position to sleep, sit, read, work, or

watch TV. Includes advanced features like the exclusive

PerfectSeat™ ergonomic relaxation setting and

QuietMode™ anti-snore technology. It’s all part of a

holistic sleep system to give you ultra-customized,

rejuvenating sleep.

TEMPUR-ERGO®
EXTEND TEMPUR-ERGO®

EASE® TEMPUR-FLAT®

SMART BASE

TEMPUR-Ergo® Extend
Powered by Sleeptracker®-AI.

The TEMPUR-Ergo® Extend Smart Base powered by

Sleeptracker®-AI is a fully integrated system that

provides all-night insight and customized sleep

coaching tips in an easy-to-use app.

SMART BASE

TEMPUR-Ergo®

Available with or without Sleeptracker®-AI.

The TEMPUR-Ergo® Smart Base powered by

Sleeptracker®-AI is a fully integrated system that

provides all-night insight and customized sleep

coaching tips in an easy-to-use app.

POWER BASE

Ease®

Ease® has all the features you need in a power base,

upgraded for custom comfort. With nearly unlimited

ergonomic head and foot positions and presets for

customized comfort, the Ease® is an essential part

of a complete and seamless sleep experience.

 

TEMPUR-Flat® Foundation
Designed and engineered by Tempur-Pedic® to be

stronger and more durable than any other support

platform. Helps to minimize motion transfer

between sleep partners. Antimicrobial treatment

hinders microorganisms, including dust mites.

CONSUMERS HAVE SPOKEN

TEMPUR-ADAPT® SERIES

TEMPUR-PROADAPT® SERIES

TEMPUR-LUXEADAPT® SERIES

 SERIES

 SERIES

BASES & FOUNDATIONS



Everybody has different needs. That’s why we design

pillows in a range of profile heights and comforts, so you

can find a pillow that uniquely adapts to your head,

neck, and shoulders. In addition to our famous

mattresses, bases and pillows, Tempur-Pedic® offers a full

line of accessory products.

TEMPUR-Adapt® 
CLOUD+COOLING

TEMPUR-Adapt® 
PROLO+COOLING

TEMPUR-Adapt® 
PROMID+COOLING

TEMPUR-Adapt® 
PROHI+COOLING

TEMPUR-Down™ 
ADJUSTABLE

SUPPORT
PROHI

PROLO NECK

TEMPUR-Adapt®

Cloud+Cooling
Washable cover

Cool-to-touch

Formed from a single piece of TEMPUR® Material

TEMPUR-Adapt®

ProLo+Cooling
Washable cover

Cool-to-touch

Uses exclusive TEMPUR® micro-cushions for

personalized support

TEMPUR-Adapt®

ProMid+Cooling
Dual-sided design

Conforming TEMPUR® micro-cushions

Supportive TEMPUR® Material

TEMPUR-Adapt®

ProHi+Cooling
Washable cover

Cool-to-touch

Formed from a single piece of TEMPUR® Material

TEMPUR-Down™

Adjustable Support
Easy to clean

Down-filled

Adjustable Tempur-Pedic® inserts

ProLo

Dual-sided cooling gel

Gentle aligning

Essential support

ProHi

Dual-sided cooling gel

Adapts to your shape

Cradles neck and shoulders

Neck

Cooling gel

Contours to head, neck and shoulders

Medium profile

TEMPUR-PEDIC® PILLOWS


